Why use tabletop easels when you already have free
standing easels available? Because the children's
artwork is always more detailed than the work
undertaken at the free standing easels. The children
paint for longer and are inspired by the work of those near them creating a lovely
sense of community. You can obviously see how much use ours have seen.
The cardboard easels are very easy to make. To start you will need to source some
large narrow sheets of strong cardboard. These double thickness sheets were donated
to the preschool and were used as packing material between building materials for
transport. I like being able to recycle something rather than purchase it.
You will also need a sharp utility knife and some strong tape.
To construct an easel, make a shallow cut about 20 cms from one short end and then a
second shallow cut about half way down the remaining board. This cut simply makes
the thick board easier to fold in a straight line. Fold along both lines to make a
triangular shape then secure the short end underneath the easel to allow room for
pegs to be placed to hold children's work.

https://www.youclevermonkey.com/

Boomerangs are made from different materials and are sold everywhere. But the one we
made from cardboard is pretty fast and flying super high.

How To make cardboard boomerang we used:
•
•
•

Cardboard (from a shoe box)
Scissors
Tape

Instructions:
1.

2.
3.

For your convenience use the Boomerang Printable to print the shape of the
boomerang. After you print it, cut the boomerang shape with scissors and put it
on the cardboard so you can trace it around. Now you can cut the boomerang
shape out of cardboard.
After numerous tries and experiments we found that boomerang taped with duct
tape (or any tape) flies best.
Now all you have to do is find an open space and not very windy weather and fly
the boomerang away… and back.

Extra notes.
•
•
•

If your cardboard is thin, double or even triple the layer.
Throw boomerang only when it's very slow breeze outside for best results.
Throw the boomerang vertically in front of you, using your wrist.
https://playtivities.com

